Best Beer for the Best Moments
Vectura ID
EPD ID
Packaging
Quantity

127710
2446276
bottles
12

Finest Call Grenadine Sirup
USA
Type: Alcohol free, Drink Mix
Producer: American Beverage Marketers
Product:
Developed to create high quality and excellent cocktails in an environment
where speed and convenience are important. The "Ready To Mix" selection
delivers world-famous cocktails without the fuss or need of multi-ingredients.
Each time you use a product from the series "Finest Call Ready To Mix", the
ﬁnished product will always will be the same, regardless of who serves or mixes
the drink. Each drink can be made in a quick 2-step method - just put your trust
in the mixer and kick back and relax. This is the perfect 30 second mix which
means making excellent cocktails in a fraction of the time. The new natural
ﬂavors, colors or sweeteners provide all the essential ingredients needed to
create some of the worlds most famous cocktails. Finest Call eliminates the
need for large storage space, long-term training, expensive ingredients that are
diﬃcult to obtain, complicated recipes, as well as eliminating the high costs of
wastage.

Producer:
American Beverage Marketers is committed to long-term worldwide leadership
in the development, marketing and sale of premium liquid cocktail mixes. The
company prides itself on better serving the needs of its customers through a
philosophy of narrow focus and extreme specialization, concentrating solely on
the cocktail mix category. The company’s headquarters is a newly remodeled,
state of the art production facility designed exclusively for the development,
manufacture and processing of liquid cocktail mixes.
American Beverage Marketers is known throughout the industry for developing
innovative packaging that sets its brands apart from the competition and
clearly enhances the user experience. In an era of increasing corporate
diversiﬁcation, American Beverage Marketers is proud to focus exclusively on
liquid cocktail mixes, from the beginning of the distribution chain to the end.

Detailed Information
Characteristics
Color

Light red

Analysis
Volume

1l

Goes Well With

